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Introduction
About the programming contests

 Are they an useful method for learning informatics?
 They are probably the fastest expanding co-curricular

activity related to computer science. They must be multiple 
reasons.

 Programming lovers, whether they are secondary, high-
school, or university students have a lot of choices. They are 
excellent as voluntary work.

 It happened that most high-schools teachers of computer 
science courses become now more oriented to be users of 
applications rather than programming. Then IOI plays a 
very important role here.

 Not only programming but algorithms, mathematics, etc.

 In my experience the answer is YES.
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Introduction
Competitive vs collaborative

 Are they a positive method for learning?
 It’s clear that a programming contest is, by its own 

definition, a competitive activity.

 There have been many criticisms of any kind of competitive 
learning and in favour of cooperative/collaborative activities. 

 In fact, many of the programming contests are team 
competitions and they involve a lot of collaborative work.

 The training process involves several interesting learning 
strategies that have nothing to do with the real competition.

 In my opinion it depends of the training process and, 
of course, of the final results. I think that as far as 
everybody learns more they are positive.
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Introduction
Are the Online Judges useful?

 They can provide a method for attracting interest in 
computer science, as they are accessible to beginning 
students. 
 Users from anywhere in the world can register themselves 

with an online judge for free and solve as many problems as 
they likes.

 They can send as many solutions as they want till receiving 
satisfactory and/or useful information (verdict, efficiency, 
correction, etc.)   

 They can be used for e-training, e-learning and even 
e-teaching.
 They allow competitive collaboration, collaborative 

competition, and the probably main distinctive trait: self-
testing, including self-competition via virtual contests, etc.
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Agenda

 The UVa Online Judge

 The Analysis of Statistics

 Competitive learning (practice)

 The EduJudge European Project

 IOI vs. ICPC

 Categorization of Tasks

 Conclusions
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The UVa Online Judge 
(outside & inside faces)

 Ciriaco García
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Modular structure
(using Unix standard sh scripts)
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The history ‘database’

 Event-ID YYYYMMDDhhmmssmmm ST  USER PROBL  SOURCE  MAXMEM      CPU SG ALGORITH

 00000000 19970415143148000 AC 01000 00100       C     392    2.453  0   None

 00000001 19970415160440000 SE 01001     ?       C       0    0.000  0   None

 00000002 19970415160531000 RE 01001 00108       C       0    0.020 11   None

 00000003 19970415161102000 RE 01001 00108       C       0    0.010 11   None

 00000004 19970416160933000 WA 01001 00100       C     388    2.367  0   None

 00000005 19970416161547000 WA 01001 00100       C     388    5.646  0   None

 00000006 19970418090211000 WA 01001 00100       C     384    5.630  0   None

 00000007 19970418090254000 WA 01001 00100       C     392    5.623  0   None

 00000008 19970430031739000 AC 01000 00100       C     388    2.406  0   None

 00000009 19970506102716000 CE 01002 00138       C       0    0.000  0   None

 05899114 20070906171446496 PE 37046 00488     C++     388    2.047  0   None

 05899115 20070906171514029 WA 50251 10035     C++       0    0.047  0   None

 05899116 20070906171535428 AC 48210 00841     C++    1096    0.264  0   None

 05899117 20070906171600453 TL 54908 00100    JAVA    2548   10.025  9   None

 05899118 20070906171617164 TL 52686 11124       C    4428   10.018  9   None

 05899119 20070906171707015 WA 26416 00142     C++     404    0.121  0   None

 05899120 20070906171708579 AC 47505 11049    JAVA       0    0.027  0   None

 05899121 20070906171717386 RE 44804 11192     C++       0    0.002 11   None

 05899122 20070906171900120 AC 48210 00841     C++    1096    0.270  0   None

 05899123 20070906171943078 PE 37046 00488     C++     392    2.041  0   None
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Statistics as of 2007-09-06 17:19:45
(5899124 submissions, 63351 users)

 Let’s 
visit

UVaOnlineJudge.html
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Statistics by Language
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Statistics by verdict/language
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The most popular response sequences
(based on the first 4 million submissions)
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Main considerations

 When individual contestants make a particular type of mistakes for a 
problem they tend to make the same mistake again, which encourage 
the group to try working together for the contests. Let’s say one 
more time, competitive and cooperative learning in informatics 
are not opposite but complementary. 

 We can say that if someone gets five consecutive wrong answers then 
in the next submission he is four times more likely to get a wrong 
answer than an accepted verdict. That means that after four or 
five errors, the best is to analyze carefully what happen as, 
probably, the mistake is not trivial.

 It is very important the influence of the kind of mistakes in these 
sequences. That is, mainly, because some responses of the judge give 
us information about the error and others tell us nothing at all. This is 
very important in order to improve our system judge to 
become a real learning tool, by adding new features.
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Judge response statistics for 
accepted problems/team only

 After 135 contests over five years

 Ratio informed vs uninformed errors is 2:1
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How does practice Change Things?
Error rates based on all problems
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Interpretation troubles

 As people solve more problems they have less easy 
problems to solve (assuming that people tend to 
solve easy problems first).

 When someone has already solved 400 problems he 
has no more easy problems to solve, so his 
acceptance rate can go down a little. But as he is 
more experienced the acceptance rate does not go 
down but remains similar. 

 Of course, every person will always have a 
harder problem to solve, a new programming 
challenge to face in order to continuously 
increase his skills in informatics.
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Problems with low (less than 25%) vs. 
high (more than 50%) acceptance rate
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Easy problems vs hard problems
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Difficulty vs acceptance rate
(assumed the same time up)

 Just heuristics (experimental difficulty)
 Easy: problems that have been accepted most in numbers

 Hard: problems that have been accepted least in numbers

 A difficult problem can have good acceptance rate

 Suppose problem 1001 is submitted 1000 times and the 
accepted number is 200

 Suppose problem 1002 is submitted 100 times and the 
accepted number is 80

 So 1001 is an easy problem with low acceptance rate and 
problem 1002 is a hard problem with high acceptance rate
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Comments and …

 Usually, by ‘programming ability’ people means 
coding, debugging and testing. Though, these 
individual abilities greatly affect cooperative works 
too (it’s easy to suppose that many of our users work 
in group, being a team or not). 

 Most people got started by solving easy problems. 
Here, by easy problems, we mean the problems in 
which you only need to do what you’re asked to do, 
i.e. a direct implementation of the problem 
description. 

 ICPC, IOI and most of the existing contests 
concentrate on problem solving rather than software 
engineering
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… and tips

 When getting started, practice is much more 
important than theory. 

 Everyone is encouraged to program as much as he 
can, as long as enthusiasm is perfectly kept. 

 Trying to solve more problems is good, but the 
quantity is not the most important thing.

 It is better to solve many problems of various kinds 
and difficulty. 

 So users will be challenged with problems that are 
more interesting and difficult, becoming a great 
contestant.
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OVERVIEW OF THE EDUJUDGE 
PROJECT

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. 
This publication reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be 
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein
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FRAMEWORK

 The EduJudge project is funded with the 
support of the Lifelong Learning 
Programme of the European Union.

 It is part of the Transversal Programme –
Key Activity 3: Development of ICT-based 
content and services.
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PARTNERSHIP

 CEDETEL (Coordinator) - Spain

 University of Valladolid – Spain

 University of Porto – Portugal

 KTH Royal Institute of 
Technology – Sweden

 Institute of Mathematics and 
Informatics - Lithuania
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

 MAIN OBJECTIVE: to integrate UVA Online Judge
(online-judge.uva.es) into an effective educational 
environment, in order to satisfy the users’ demand of a 
greater pedagogic character and, in this way, to facilitate 
the use of Online Judge in the official courses offered in 
the areas of mathematics and programming.

 To give Online Judge a greater pedagogic 
character designing an intelligent system and classifying 
problems into different levels of difficulty.

 To create a community of teachers and students at 
European level to share Knowledge and experiences.
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WORK PACKAGES

MNGT 1 
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INTEGRATION
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UVA
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QPLN 1 
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ALL 
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EXP 1
EXPLOITATION

UVA
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PREP 2 Extension, improvement and optimization of 
the Online Judge evaluation engine

The result of this work package is the Online Judge improved with 
the following functionalities:

 Solution quality evaluation (T1): the system will analyse the 
results produced by the solution proposed by the student, and 
will determine its percentage of success (grading system). 
Thanks to this, the student will be able to detect and solve 
eventual errors during the development of the solution.

 Generic judge engine (T2): the system will support several 
problem formats (batch and reactive), allowing different 
kinds of learning approaches.

 Automatic testcase generation and validation (T3): the 
automatic generation of testcases will allow different levels of 
difficulty in the solving of the problems.
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TARGET GROUPS

 University sector and 
post degree, for several 
technical and science 
degrees.

 Secondary school, for 
computing field.

 Teachers
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IOI vs. ACM-ICPC
Is the convergence possible?

 I don’t mean about the contests but about the 
philosophy in order to implement EduJudge allowing

 E-training

 E-learning

 E-teaching

 Several methods of grading

 Several types of problems

 Several styles of contest

 Is there a ‘meeting point’ online contest possible?
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ICPC average performance (1998-2005) 
vs IOI medal distribution (2005)
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The first and main problem: 
the issue of grading

 Automated grading is almost impossible without a 
‘bit’ of human participation.

 It’s evident that this is an additional trouble for the 
problem setters
 Test cases need to be more carefully selected to produce a 

gradual punctuation correlated with the correctness.

 Even the description of the problems need to be analyzed to 
make it reasonable to claim that a program is 50% correct.

 Any kind of conventional grading system is closer to 
the competitive learning objective of the EduJudge 
project than the 0/1 approach of ICPC.
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Positive sides

 IOI
 It allows partial marking unlike the 0/1 approach 

of ICPC. 
 It requires the contestants to solve only three 

problems in five hours.
 The speed of a contestant is not a strong factor.

 ICPC
 It gives real time feedback to contestants and also 

gives some credit to the speed. 
 The three member team structure promotes the 

cooperative learning added to the competitive 
situation.
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Then a hybrid ideal contest
(this is not a proposal, but a mind)

 Should have partial credits like IOI and also real time 
feedback like ICPC.

 Possibly informs the contestant which test cases 
match (only the serial of test case) and which don’t.

 There are a bunch of questions
 How a contest model can give partial credit and allows 

infinite times submission.
 How can we prevent poorly written solutions to get good 

scores? 
 How weak coders will get marks if there is no lenient rule 

like the classical 50% rule?
 What about the team composition? One, two, three?
 How can a model be fair and simple enough? 
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We tested these kinds of events in 
our Hosting Contest Service …

 Judge response statistics based on accepted 
problems/team only
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… but we still need to check our 
online contest with real ones.

 Judge response statistics ignoring first four uninformed 
responses and allowing maximum eight informed errors
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Categorization
Solving methods and/or topics

 Serious solvers are not interested in doing

 Is very useful, specially for beginners and teachers

 However, maintenance is a really hard task

 The solution could be a little list for each category
 Classical problems

 Very specific exemples

 Even though there is an almost standard universally 
accepted list, the experience shows us that the 
contribution of the users must be managed if we 
want to prevent a real chaos. 

 Let’s take a look to the main wiki I know about

http://www.algorithmist.com/
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Difficulty level (even worse)

 The opinion is very subjective

 Depends of the expertise of the people making the decision 
and, of courser, of the user

 Probably most the people agree about easy and hard

 Of course, about trivial and very hard

 But what about medium levels?

 A very important detail for the learning efficiency

 Must be very clear that the difficulty level is a relative 
concept to prevent traumatic experiences to the 
users.
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Skiena & Revilla, 2003
(to enjoy learning informatics for free)

 There are many distinct 
pleasures associated with 
computer programming. (…) 

 The games, puzzles, and 
challenges of problems from 
international programming 
competitions are a great way 
to experience these pleasures 
while improving your 
algorithms and coding skills.

 Programming Challenges. 
The Programming Contest Training Manual

http://www.programming-challenges.com/
http://www.programming-challenges.com/
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Conclusions

 Competitive learning in informatics, as we understand it in 
the present paper (training to participate in programming 
contests by using online judges and taking part in internet 
contests) can be an adequate method to learn algorithms 
and programming, as it is free of the most frequent criticisms 
that many other methods have. 

 It doesn’t the matter whether the contest is individual or by 
teams, most of the work to do is self-competitive as well 
as cooperative. The ‘learning’ criteria requires that the common 
work and the individual effort must go together.

 Many students qualify for the big events of ICPC, IOI and 
TopCoder but many more students never qualify for a bigger 
event, but behind this tangible failure, they become better 
programmers and thinkers, which may in future help them 
to become something special. 
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You are welcome

 Foto de Canadá

e-mail:revilla@mac.cie.uva.es
e-mail:shahriar_manzoor@yahoo.com
e-mail:rujia.liu@gmail.com
e-mail:carlos.marce@gmail.com
e-mail:yo@miguelrevilla.com
e-mail:problemset@acm.uva.es
e-mail:contest@acm.uva.es

Thank you for your attention
Questions?
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Thank you for your attention
Questions?

 e-mail:revilla@mac.cie.uva.es

 e-mail:shahriar_manzoor@yahoo.com

 e-mail:rujia.liu@gmail.com

 e-mail:carlos.marce@gmail.com

 e-mail:yo@miguelrevilla.com

 e-mail:problemset@acm.uva.es

 e-mail:contest@acm.uva.es
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